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If the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 are repeatedly described as one of the most 

defining events for the millennial generation—a generation that grew up in a post-9/11 

world shaped by the corporate media’s vision of the event and its injunction to “Never 
Forget”—it can also be said, as Douglas Kellner believes, that “the images and discourses of 
the corporate media failed to provide a coherent account of what happened, why it 
happened, and what would count as intelligent and responsible responses” to 9/11 (Media 

Spectacle and the Crisis of Democracy 29). 
       Among the various attempts in literature and film to find meaning or interpretive 

value in the catastrophe, Jonathan Safran Foer’s novel, Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close 
(2005), and Stephen Daldry’s film adaptation of the novel released six years later, stand out 
unwittingly both as an oblique acknowledgment of some of the terrorists’ stated reasons 
for the attacks and an attempt to deny those reasons. In Osama Bin Laden’s November 
2002 “Letter to America,” the al-Qaeda leader explicitly stated that his terrorist 
organization’s motives for the attacks included Western complicity in the oppression of 
Muslims in various parts of the world, and he singled out U.S. support of Israel and the 

Jewish aggression against Muslims in Lebanon for special condemnation. 
        Focusing on the film, this paper will examine Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close 
as a study in anxiety. The film represents 9/11 as a specifically Jewish trauma, and it seeks 
to preempt a possible backlash against American Jews—as the “cause” behind the 
attacks—and to forestall any challenge to the unanimous and bipartisan support Israel 
enjoys in the U.S. Congress, by reminding the viewer of Jewish past sufferings, most notably 
the Holocaust. 
        Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close is about a very bright and neurotic nine-year- 
old, Oskar Schell, who loses his father in the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center. 
The film’s 9/11-centered plot is intertwined with a family narrative that in a number of 
ways alludes to the Holocaust as an “originary” trauma. The key the boy finds in a vase in 

his father’s closet after his father’s death is the MacGuffin — or symbolic metaphor — that 
 
 
 

                   
 



 

links the various strands of narrative, and, appropriately, Oskar hopes it will unlock the 
mystery of, or give meaning to, his father’s death. 
        Richard Gray states in his book on 9/11 literature, After The Fall, that “if there was 
one thing writers agreed about in response to 9/11, it was the failure of language; the 
terrorist attacks made the tools of their trade seem absurd”. I disagree. Like many 
scholars—Cathy Caruth most influentially among them—Gray appears to believe that 
“language” cannot represent traumatic injury. Caruth goes so far as to state that “history can 
be grasped only in the very inaccessibility of its occurrence” (Unclaimed Experience 18). 
Indeed, for Caruth, this principal failure of representation constitutes “the truth and force of 
reality that trauma survivors face and quite often try to transmit to us” (Trauma vii). Caruth’s 
aestheticization and valorization of trauma, I submit, is related to the contemporary 
American-Jewish dilemma created by Judaism’s ritualized injunction to “never forget” 
(trauma), on the one hand, and the American national-character myth of innovation and 
personal transformation as a response to trauma, on the other. With an American-Jewish boy 
as its protagonist, Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close explores the two major forms of 
collective coping with trauma, “acting out” (the repetition compulsion of trauma), which does 
not lead to transformation; and “working through,” which can lead to the successful 
resolution of trauma. 
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